**ROAD CLOSURE:** MS 465 between US 61 in Warren County and Levee Rd in Issaquena County is closed due to river flooding. The road will remain closed until further notice. MDOT is closely monitoring the rising river levels and will update this information as conditions change. The highlighted road segment in the map view below depicts this segment of MS 465 that is closed due to the river flooding.
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**FLOOD WARNING:** MS 149/MS 16 between Whittington West Levee Rd and the entrance to the boat ramp at Wolf Lake in Yazoo County has a high probability of flooding on or after January 17th, due to rising river levels. This road is currently open. The road segment will be closed when needed and will remain closed until further notice. MDOT is closely monitoring the rising river levels and the potential impact to MDOT roadways. This information will be updated as conditions change. This highlighted road segment in the map view below depicts this segment of MS 149/MS 16 that is at risk of flooding.
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